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What We Talk About  When We Talk About DATA
Data
Information
Knowledge
Raw facts and ﬁgures.
Data presented in a context 
so that it can answer a 
question or support decision 
making.
Insight derived from 
experience and expertise.
giphy.com
Components of 
Data Literacy
https://www.flickr.com/photos/notbrucelee/7161142462/in/photostream/
What is Data Literacy?
https://youtu.be/qHz_ogTH2p4
Data Literacy defined
“Just as literacy refers to “the ability to read for knowledge, 
write coherently and think critically about printed material”, 
data-literacy is the ability to consume for knowledge, produce 
coherently and think critically about data. Data literacy 
includes statistical literacy but also understanding how to work 
with large data sets, how they were produced, how to connect 
various data sets and how to interpret them.”
https://datajournalismhandbook.org/1.0/en/index.html
What is Statistical Literacy?
Statistical literacy requires the ability 
to interpret aggregate statistics and 
is a baseline skill for understanding 
and navigating information
Also can be called Quantitative 
Reasoning
giphy.com
● Who is the creator of the statistics? 
● What? What indicators are most interesting? What 
population is most relevant? What figure is being 
displayed (i.e., is it a percentage, an average, an 
index number?)
● When? When were the statistics compiled? What 
time frame do the statistics cover? What is the 
periodicity?
● Where? Which geographies are most appropriate 
to help answer the research question? Do students 
need state level or county level statistics? Which 
levels are realistically available?
● How? How can the statistics be accessed? Does 
the library have the resources on hand? Do the 
statistics need to be accessed from another library 
or website?
http://www.ala.org/acrl/publications/keeping_up_with/sta
tistical_literacy
Data Literacy, Meet Information Literacy
giphy.com
http://www.ala.org/acrl/publications/keeping_up_with/statistical_literacy
What is Information Literacy?
Information literacy is the set of 
integrated abilities encompassing the 
reflective discovery of information, the 
understanding of how information is 
produced and valued, and the use of 
information in creating new knowledge 
and participating ethically in 
communities of learning.Discove ryUn derstan dingK nowled ge http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework
What is Information Literacy?
Information literacy is the set of 
integrated abilities encompassing the 
reflective discovery of information, the 
understanding of how information is 
produced and valued, and the use of 
information in creating new knowledge 
and participating ethically in 
communities of learning.HowMightWe http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework
Gordon Vala-Webb 
Information literacy is the set of 
integrated abilities encompassing the 
reflective discovery of information, the 
understanding of how information is 
produced and valued, and the use of 
information in creating new knowledge 
and participating ethically in communities 
of learning.
Authority Is 
Constructed 
and 
Contextual Information Creation as a 
Process
Searching as 
Strategic 
Exploration
Information 
Has Value
Research as 
Inquiry
Scholarship 
as 
Conversation
http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework
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So what 
will we 
value in 
the 
future?
Starting with why
Let’s examine  our Why Bryant 
statement?
“Bryant educates and inspires students to 
become innovative leaders of character who 
are prepared to be successful and make a 
difference around the world.”

“The big prediction for the coming 
century is that enormous 
opportunities will open up for 
businesses that can skilfully address 
our Flourishing Needs. Technology, the 
wealth of nations and the shift in 
public taste will make this very likely. A 
great many of the multi-billion dollar 
companies of the future will be those 
focused on the fulfilment of flourishing 
needs: our need for self-knowledge 
around love, our desire for a satisfying 
social life, or our need for resilience. 
Bits of the tech sector are already 
nibbling at the borderline between 
Comfort and Flourishing needs, a trend 
aided by the forthcoming 
development of Artificial Emotional 
Intelligence. This, rather than the 
economies of developing nations, are 
what constitute the truly ‘emerging 
markets’ of the future.”
https://www.theschooloflife.com/thebookoflife/business-and-the-ladder-of-needs/
● Are we asking the right questions?
● Bias in the data: collection, interpretation, etc.
● Who gets to decide the truth?
● Are we teaching the tools, or are we teaching the 
analysis/evaluation/reflection?
Discussion
T hank y ou!
